ROBIN HOOD
a musical play

Justice for everyone!
0. Listen to the synopsis.

Robin Hood was a hero. He stole from the rich and gave to the poor, and he lived hidden in Sherwood Forest with his friend Little John and the other thieves. But Queen Marian and her Royal Guard have a plan to defeat and capture Robin Hood once and for all.
1. Who is who? Listen to each character’s description.

Robin Hood

Hey, guys! I’m Robin Hood! Hu-Ha! I steal from the rich and give to the poor, and everybody in England considers me a hero, except for the evil Queen Marian and her Royal Guard! I wear green clothes because I’m hidden in Sherwood Forest, and use my bow and arrow to attack my enemies from the distance!

Little John

For England! I’m Little John and I’m Robin Hood’s best friend. I’m always carrying his bow and arrows and I help him get out of trouble.
Queen Marian

Say you love me or I will cut off your head! I’m the queen of England and I like everybody to do exactly as I tell them. And if they don’t, I will cut off their heads! I wear a beautiful dress and a very expensive crown. I wear a lot of makeup to be even more beautiful than I am!

Queen’s Sister

Hello! I’m the queen’s little sister and when I grow up I want to be like her! I like to cut off people’s heads and look beautiful every day.

Royal Guard

Hello! I’m the Royal Guard of England and I’m the Queen’s assistant. She’s telling me what to do all the time, and I’m tired of her. She’s so fat and ugly! But I’ll help her because that way I’ll catch the evil Robin Hood and I will be a hero! I’ll be the hero of England!
Comprehension. Answer the questions about the characters.

What does Little John do to help Robin Hood?

What kind of equipment does Robin Hood wear?

Is the Queen beautiful or ugly? Why do you think that?

Why the Royal Guard wants to catch Robin Hood?
Description. Describe in one sentence how do you think each character is physically.

Robin Hood is...

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Queen Marian is...

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Little John is...

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

The Queen’s Sister is...

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

The Royal Guard is...

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
2. VOCABULARY
LISTEN AND REPEAT THE WORDS

Bow  Arrow  Forest  Castle  Town
Village  Sword  Shield  Axe  Knight
Queen  Fortune Teller  Tournament  Gold Coin
Now, search for the words on the list and complete the sentences!

Robin Hood uses his ________ to throw _______ to his enemies.

Little John lives in Sherwood ____________ with Robin Hood.

The Queen’s Sister uses her small _______ to cut off people’s heads.

Queen Marian will meet the love of her life at the Royal ____________.

A ____________________ is a person who reads the future.
I will cut off your head
If you don't do what I say
I will cut it in a instant
I'm the evil queen

I'm the prettiest woman in Gilaria
I've got a very beautiful body
But if you look it in a bad way
Your head will be rolling in a moment

I've got a very beautiful sister
We make fun of our people together
And we like to scare them all we want to
Because we can do it and we like it, too

I will cut your head
If you don't do what I say
I will cut it in a instant
I'm the evil queen

I will cut off your head
If you don’t do what I say
I will cut it in a moment
I’m the evil queen

I've got a very beautiful sister
We make fun of our people together
And we like to scare them all we want to
Because we can do it and we like it, too

I will cut off your head
If you don't do what I say
I will cut it in a instant
I'm the evil queen

I will cut off your head
If you don’t do what I say
I will cut it in a instant
I’m the evil queen

I've got a very beautiful sister
We make fun of our people together
And we like to scare them all we want to
Because we can do it and we like it, too

I will cut off your head
If you don’t do all that I say
I will cut off your head!
QUEEN MARIAN
Who are you?

FORTUNE TELLER
I’m a fortune teller, and I want to read your future.

QUEEN MARIAN
My future? And what do you know about my future?

FORTUNE TELLER
I know what will happen in your... love life.

QUEEN MARIAN
My love life? Do you know who will be my husband?

FORTUNE TELLER
Yes... Yes... let me see... I can see something now! I can see that you’ll get married!

QUEEN MARIAN
I will get married? I will be loved? When? How? Who?

FORTUNE TELLER
You’ll meet a _____ very, very soon.

QUEEN MARIAN
Oh! Maybe I’ll meet him at the Royal ______.

FORTUNE TELLER
Yes.. yes... whatever... And that knight will carry a very, very big ________, and a very, very big ________.
QUEEN MARIAN
Will he? Oh my goodness! And where is he from?

FORTUNE TELLER
He’s Italian!

QUEEN MARIAN
I don’t like Italians!

FORTUNE TELLER
I mean... Russian! He is Russian!

QUEEN MARIAN
Oh! I love Russian knights! They’re very brave.

FORTUNE TELLER
And you two will be together forever... and ever...
and ever... and so on.

QUEEN MARIAN
Wonderful! Wonderful!

FORTUNE TELLER
Now... one ________ for my services, please?

QUEEN MARIAN
What!? How dare you!! Get out of here or I will cut off your head!

FORTUNE TELLER
No! Please don’t hit me! No! (pause) Yes! She’s bought it! Now we can pretend to be knights and make her love me so we can steal from her inside her ________!
Answer these questions.

Who do you think is the Fortune Teller? What does he/she want?

What do you think is Queen Marian’s main interest?

What does the Fortune Teller want in return for Queen Marian’s future?

Is Queen Marian a nice queen or an evil queen? Why?
Welcome, everyone! We’re here to celebrate the Royal Tournament of England! But before we start you need to understand a couple of very, very important rules!

There will be two stages in this tournament. The first will be a battle on the horses and the second will be a sword fight!

Rule number one: Don’t hurt your opponent! This is a noble fight between knights.

Rule number two: Listen very carefully to what I say. If you don’t, I will cut off your head!

Rule number three: Don’t move until my sister tells you to. She will count from three to one, and after that the fight will begin. When the Queen says stop, you must stop.

Rule number four: When you hit the other opponent you’ll get one point. The one with the most points wins!

And you know what the prize for the tournament will be? A kiss from my lips! (sound of a kiss)
Answer these questions.

How many rules are on the tournament?

How are the fights that take place on the tournament?

What happens if you disobey the rules?

What is the prize of the tournament?
Why Robin Hood marries Queen Marian?

What happened to the Royal Guard?

What happened to the gold goins Robin Hood gave in the beginning of the play? Who has them now?

What’s the name of the mysterious knight Queen Marian meets at the Royal
Essay. In 200 words or more, tell who was your favourite character and why.